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PURPOSE. To physiologically examine the impairment of cortical sensitivity to visual
motion during acute elevation of intraocular pressure (IOP).

METHODS. Motion processing in the cat brain is well characterized, its X and Y cell visual
pathways being functionally analogous to parvocellular and magnocellular pathways in
primates. Using this model, we performed ocular anterior chamber perfusion to reversibly
elevate IOP over a range from 30 to 90 mm Hg while monitoring cortical activity with
intrinsic signal optical imaging. Drifting random-dot fields and gratings were used to
characterize cortical population responses to motion direction and orientation in early
visual areas 17 and 18.

RESULTS. We found that acute IOP elevations at 50 mm Hg and above, which is often
observed in acute glaucoma, suppressed cortical motion direction responses. This
suppression was more profound in area 17 than in area 18, and more profound in central
than peripheral visual field (eccentricities 0°–4° vs. 4°–8°) within area 17. In addition,
orientation responses were more suppressed than motion direction responses for the
same IOP modulation.

CONCLUSIONS. In contrast to human chronic glaucoma that may cause greater dysfunc-
tion in large-cell magnocellular than in small-cell parvocellular visual pathways, our
direct measurement of cortical processing networks implies that the small X-cell path-
way shows greater vulnerability to acute IOP elevation than the large Y-cell pathway in
visual motion processing. The results demonstrate that fine discrimination mechanisms
for motion in the central visual field are particularly impacted by acute IOP attacks,
suggesting a neural basis for immediate visual deficits in the fine motion perception of
acute glaucoma patients.

Keywords: glaucoma, cortical motion responses, acute intraocular pressure, optical imag-
ing, direction and orientation map

Glaucoma, characterized by progressive optic nerve loss
and visual field defects, is the leading cause of irre-

versible blindness worldwide.1–4 Glaucoma patients suffer-
ing from chronic intraocular pressure (IOP) elevation show
substantial visual deficits in motion perception, on a par
with loss of form and color vision.5 The motion impair-
ments were detected both in peripheral and central visual
fields.6–9 This abnormal motion perception may contribute
to known mobility and navigation problems for glaucoma
patients, such as greater risk of falls and poorer driving
performance.10 However, for primary angle-closure glau-

coma, which is characterized by sudden elevated IOP and
has higher prevalence in Asia,3 how motion perception is
affected remains unclear.

Clinically, during the acute attack stage of primary angle-
closure glaucoma, IOP can be sharply elevated to 70 mm
Hg and higher as a result of complete angle closure. The
eye suffering an acute attack usually presents with multi-
ple concurrent complications, such as corneal edema and
cataract. This causes optic opacity that adversely affects
the evaluation of visual function.3,11,12 Therefore clinical
measurement of visual deficits in motion perception is
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FIGURE 1. Experimental paradigm and parallel motion processing of cortical areas 17 and 18. (A) Experimental setup. IOP elevations were
conducted acutely and reversibly by anterior ocular-chamber perfusion with irrigating solution, while population activities of primary visual
areas 17 and 18 were monitored to motion stimuli. (B) Schematic illustration of the X and Y pathways in the retina, LGN, and early visual
cortices.14,20–22 Retinal α (Y) and β (X) ganglion cells provide inputs to laminae A, A1, and C of the LGN, which then provides differential
input into the cortex of areas 17 (X dominated) and 18 (Y dominated). (C) The border of cortical areas 17 and 18 was delineated by polar
maps of orientation preference derived from sine-wave grating stimuli with spatial frequencies of 0.2 cycle/deg and 0.6 cycle/deg. The white
broken line delimits the border between areas 17 and 18. A17, area 17; A18, area 18; A, anterior; L, lateral; ROI, region of interest; SF, spatial
frequency. Scale bar: 1 mm.

difficult to perform in acute glaucoma patients. Motion is
a powerful stimulus and it is only in the visual cortex that
a subpopulation of neurons develop pronounced selectiv-
ity to the direction of stimulus motion. These neurons form
regular and spatially organized clusters according to their
preferred direction and can be quantified into a “direc-
tion map” using functional brain imaging techniques, such
as intrinsic signal optical imaging.13,14 Thus physiological
assessment of cortical population responses to motion direc-
tion offers a means for experimental examination of motion
impairments in response to acute IOP elevation.

The present study aims to characterize the impact of
elevated IOP on visual motion function. Using anterior
chamber perfusion with irrigating solutions for a short dura-
tion, we conducted IOP elevations equivalent to an acute
attack of primary angle-closure glaucoma (Fig. 1A). The cat is
one of the best studied models for visual motion processing,
and its X and Y cell visual pathways are viewed as broadly
equivalent to parvocellular and magnocellular pathways in
primates. Visual areas 17 and 18 in the cat are analogous
to the primary and secondary visual cortex (V1 and V2)
in primates, although subcortical X- and Y-cell projections
to both areas 17 and 18 are different compared with the
primate in which combined magnocellular and parvocellular
inputs dominate V1 alone. Subcortical X cells mainly project
to area 17, whereas Y cells target area 18 (Fig. 1B). Using
intrinsic signal optical imaging of areas 17 and 18, popula-
tion responses to moving directions of random dots were
recorded. As a predator, the cat has excellent visual motion
discrimination. Direction maps are prominent in the early
visual cortex of cats, being present in both areas 17 and
18,13–18 whereas they remain undetected in V1 of primates
and are limited to sparse domains in V2.19 We found that
acute elevation of IOP depressed the expression of direc-
tion maps. The effect was more severe in area 17 than in
area 18, and in central visual field (eccentricities 0°–4°) than

in paracentral visual field (eccentricities 4–8°) within area
17. In addition, motion direction responses were observed
to be less affected than orientation responses under the same
IOP modulation. Our results provide evidence that X and Y
retino-geniculo-cortical pathways are differentially impacted
by acute IOP elevation, with the implication that similar
pathophysiology would provoke equivalent visual deficits in
the motion perception of acute glaucoma patients.

METHODS

Animal Preparation and Maintenance

Acute experiments were performed in 12 adult cats (Felis
catus, 6 males and 6 females, aged 1–3 years, weighted
3.1–5.0 kg). All cats were examined with an ophthalmo-
scope prior to experimentation to avoid retinal pathologies.
All surgical and experimental procedures were in accor-
dance with the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals
in Ophthalmic and Vision Research and approved by the
Animal Care Committee of Eye and ENT Hospital of Fudan
University (Shanghai, China).

Anesthesia was induced with ketamine hydrochloride
(HCl; 25 mg/kg, intramuscularly [IM]) for tracheal and
venous cannulation, followed by isoflurane (2.5%–5% in
70:30 N2O:O2) during subsequent surgical procedures.
Atropine sulfate (1 mg, IM), dexamethasone (5 mg, IM), and
gentamycin sulfate (40 mg, IM) were administered before
surgery and every 12 hours throughout the experiment. The
corneas were covered with carbomer ophthalmic gel (0.2%)
to avoid drying immediately after anesthesia was induced,
and all surgical wounds were infused with 0.5% lidocaine.
Electrocardiography, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation, and
expired CO2 were monitored throughout the surgery and
the subsequent experiment. Expired CO2 was maintained
at approximately 4%, and rectal temperature was kept at
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38°C. After tracheal and venous cannulation, the animal was
mounted in a stereotaxic frame, with a long-acting anesthetic
(2% lidocaine-HCl jelly) applied to all pressure points. Cran-
iotomy and durotomy were performed at Horsley-Clarke
coordinates A6-P10, L0-L6 to expose visual cortical areas 17
and 18. A stainless steel chamber was secured on the skull
using dental cement, filled with warm silicon oil (DMPS-5X;
Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA), and sealed with
a glass window as described elsewhere.14,23 To monitor the
blood pressure (BP) continuously, a femoral arterial cannu-
lation was performed and connected to a pressure sensor
transducer (systolic BP: 148 ± 18 mm Hg; diastolic BP: 97
± 13 mm Hg; mean ± SD, N = 12 cats; Smith Medical ASD,
Dublin, OH, USA).

Subsequent anesthesia and paralysis were established
with isoflurane (0.5%–0.75% in 70:30 N2O:O2) and contin-
uous infusion of gallamine triethiodide (10 mg/kg/h).
Supplemental fluids (sodium lactate Ringer’s solution and
5% dextrose, intravenously) were administered, approx-
imately 50 mL every 12 hours, adjusted based on
urinary output. Eyedrops containing tropicamide and Neo-
Synephrine (Santen Pharmaceutical Cor., Ltd., Osaka, Japan)
were applied periodically to dilate pupils and retract nicti-
tating membranes. Contact lenses were fitted to protect
the corneas, and the base curves of contact lenses were
selected using streak retinoscopy to ensure that the eyes
were focused on the stimulus plane. The retinae were back
projected on a tangent screen placed 57 cm in front of the
animal, and the positions of the area centralis were estimated
from the locations of the optic disks. Experiments typically
lasted 4 to 5 days, during which the optical quality of the
eyes and contact lenses were checked frequently to avoid
opacity or refractive error.

Elevation of IOP

To both obtain and manipulate the IOP of an eye, a 27-
gauge needle connected with a cannula filled with ionic-
balanced intraocular irrigating solution (SINQI Pharmaceu-
tical Corp., Shenyang, China) was inserted into the anterior
chamber through the corneoscleral limbus. The cannula led
to a three-way switch, and then to a height-adjustable reser-
voir containing irrigating solution for IOP manipulation, or
to a pressure transducer for digital IOP display. The IOP
readout immediately after anterior chamber penetration was
used as the baseline IOP level for each eye (16 ± 2 mm Hg;
mean ± SD, N = 24 eyes). To avoid severe retinal ischemia,
which may lead to quick cell death,24 a range of acute IOP
elevations lower than diastolic BP (30, 50, 70, and 90 mm
Hg) were achieved in a stepwise manner, each lasting for
short period of approximately 20 minutes, with recovery
periods of 20 minutes interleaved (Fig. 1A). Throughout the
experiment, the manipulated eyes were routinely examined
by ophthalmoscopes. During the transient IOP elevation, no
corneal edema, cataract, or refractive errors were observed
by ophthalmoscope examinations in the manipulated eyes.

Visual Stimuli

Computer-controlled visual stimuli were displayed on a CRT
monitor (1280 × 960 pixels, 100 Hz, Sony Trinitron Multi-
scan G520, Tokyo, Japan) covering 40° × 30° of visual angle,
placed 57 cm in front of the animal’s eyes. The gamma of the
monitor was corrected by using the color calibration device
(ColorCAL) from Cambridge Research Systems (Rochester,

UK). Visual stimuli were computer-generated using custom
software based on Psychtoolbox-3 (Psychtoolbox-3 is a soft-
ware package downloaded from http://psychtoolbox.org/).
To delineate the border of area 17 with area 18, drifting sine-
wave gratings with spatial frequencies of 0.6 cycles/deg and
0.2 cycles/deg (temporal frequency 3 Hz, contrast 100%),
moving back and forth, were displayed perpendicularly (e.g.,
0° and 90°) to map differential cortical orientation responses
(Fig. 1B, 1C). Full-field displays of drifting random dots
were used to activate direction maps in both areas 17 and
18 (dot diameter 0.4°, density approximately 1.1 dots per
square degree, velocity 20°/s). Direction preference maps
were obtained by stimulation at 30° intervals, and differen-
tial maps by contrasting responses to opposite directions (0°
vs. 180° and 90° vs. 270°). To obtain the retinal eccentricity
representation for areas 17 and 18, horizontal and vertical
moving bars were displayed for phase response analysis (bar
width 0.5°, temporal frequency 0.083 cycles/s).25

Optical Imaging and Image Analysis

Optical imaging was performed unilaterally in a cerebral
hemisphere randomly selected for each cat as previously
reported.14,23,26 A Dalsa Pantera 1M60 CCD camera (Water-
loo, Ontario, Canada) combined with a Telecentric 55 mm
f2.8 video lens (Tokyo, Japan) was used to simultaneously
record both areas 17 and 18 over a certain region of inter-
est. A 550 nm (green) illumination was used to map blood
vessels, and 630 nm light (red) for intrinsic signal imaging.
For each trial, two paired stimulus conditions were sequen-
tially displayed. For example, sine-wave gratings with 0° and
90° orientations or random-dot stimuli with 0° and 180°
directions were used to discriminate orientation and direc-
tion maps, respectively. The visual response for each stimu-
lus condition was recorded for a period of 8 seconds, includ-
ing 1 second before stimulus onset, and the interstimulus
interval was 13 seconds. For each recording session, 32 trials
were repeatedly displayed, taking a period of approximately
20 minutes.

For each stimulus condition, the recorded frames taken 2
to 6 seconds after the stimulus onset were averaged, and in
turn divided by a blank frame (the average response for the 1
second before stimulus onset) to generate a single-condition
map of reflectance change (�R/R). To obtain a differen-
tial orientation or direction map, the two single-condition
maps within a trial were subtracted. To reduce the noise
associated with blood vessels, a mask was created based
on cross-trial variability calculation and modified empiri-
cally by hand according to the blood vessels mapped under
550 nm (green) illumination. Pixels within the mask were
excluded in subsequent quantitative analysis. The images
were then high-pass filtered (1.1–1.2 mm in diameter) and
smoothed (106–306 mm in diameter) by circular averag-
ing filters to suppress low- and high-frequency noise while
avoiding signal distortion. To quantify the response ampli-
tude, responsive patches in a differential map were defined
as pixels being 1.5 SD above baseline, and the absolute
�R/R values in each responsive patch (i.e., including patches
preferring either the first or the second condition) were aver-
aged. This averaged intensity was taken as the measure of
response amplitude. Orientation and direction preference
maps were constructed using a vector summation algorithm
with visual stimuli of multiple orientations (0°–180°) and
directions (0°–360°) at 30° intervals.14,23 The retinal eccen-
tricity map was obtained as described in previous studies.25

http://psychtoolbox.org/
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Statistical Analysis

Statistical comparisons of visual responses were performed
on data compiled across cases (according to the tested
eye, not the individual cat) using SPSS version 20.0 (IBM
Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). One-way ANOVA was used to
compare the direction responses among control IOP condi-
tions. Paired t-tests were used for the following comparisons:
the response amplitudes of direction maps between control
and each elevated IOP condition, and the cortical response
ratios during IOP elevation between different retinal eccen-
tricities within area 17. Independent t-test was used for the
comparison of cortical response ratios during IOP elevation
between areas 17 and 18. The significance level was set at
0.05 (two-tailed).

RESULTS

High IOP Elevation Differentially Impacts
Cortical Population Responses to Motion
Direction in Areas 17 and 18

To examine the impact of different IOP levels on cortical
responses to motion, we performed acute, stepwise IOP
elevations (30, 50, 70, and 90 mm Hg), which range from
a clinically moderate level to a level close to the diastolic
BP.27 Cortical population responses were recorded during
monocular visual stimulation using intrinsic signal optical
imaging before, during, and after acute IOP elevations. To
simultaneously measure the direction selective responses in
cat areas 17 and 18 (Fig. 2A), a pair of random dot fields (0°–
180°) (Fig. 2B) drifting in opposite directions at a speed of
20°/s were presented sequentially.14 As expected, the differ-
ential cortical population response to opposite directions
was gradually reduced by increasing levels of IOP. Note that
the response pattern itself was not obviously affected by
acute IOP elevation, only its magnitude, as shown by the
decreasing contrast of light and dark patches in the differ-
ential maps of motion direction (Fig. 2C). Direction selective
response curves (Fig. 2D) quantify how response amplitude,
but not preferred direction, was affected by elevated IOP.

The case presented in Figure 3 compares a pair of differ-
ential maps: one obtained for opposite horizontal direc-
tions, and one for opposite vertical directions (Figs. 3A–C).
Again, the response magnitudes decrease as IOP increases
(Figs. 3D, 3E), but each direction map retains its pattern,
showing that IOP elevation has no impact on cortical motion
direction selectivity in either areas 17 or 18. Note also that
the activation achieved by vertical and horizontal motion
appears about equal, as there is no difference in response
magnitudes across the pair of differential maps (area 17:
control: P = 0.18, 30 mm Hg: P = 0.06, 50 mm Hg: P = 0.40,
70 mm Hg: P = 0.093, 90 mm Hg: P = 0.17; area 18: control:
P = 0.63, 30 mm Hg: P = 0.14, 50 mm Hg: P = 0.91, 70
mm Hg: P = 0.28, 90 mm Hg: P = 0.88; N = 16 eyes; paired
t-test). Averaging the response magnitudes to 0° versus 180°
directions across 16 eyes (both eyes from 6 cats, and 4 eyes
from the other 4 cats), we found that elevation of IOP by
30 mm Hg had no effect on either areas 17 or 18 (Fig. 3F).
At higher levels of IOP, 50 mm Hg and above, there was a
progressive decline in response magnitude compared with
the control condition (area 17: 30 mm Hg: P = 0.12, 50 mm
Hg: P = 9.6E-07, 70 mm Hg: P = 2.9E-07, 90 mm Hg: P =
4.0E-07; area 18: 30 mm Hg: P = 0.90, 50 mm Hg: P = 2.8E-

06, 70 mm Hg: P = 1.7E-06, 90 mm Hg: P = 8.1E-07; N =
16; paired t-test).

In the cat visual system, both visual areas 17 and 18
receive direct innervation from lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN), but with different proportions of X and Y pathway-
specific inputs, X afferents being directed predominantly to
area 17 (Fig. 1B).28,29 To further compare the impact of acute
IOP elevation on motion responses between areas 17 and 18,
we calculated the response ratio between each IOP eleva-
tion and the control condition. At high elevated IOP levels
(70 and 90 mm Hg), the response ratios revealed greater
response decrements in area 17 than in area 18 (30 mm Hg:
P = 0.54; 50 mm Hg: P = 0.10; 70 mm Hg: P = 0.02; 90 mm
Hg: P = 0.03; N = 16; independent t-test; Fig. 3G). Given
that both X and Y afferents respond well to moving texture
of the nature of our dot stimulus under an equivalent state
of anesthesia,30,31 these results suggest that the X pathway
is significantly more sensitive to IOP elevation than the Y
pathway.

The Effects of Acute IOP Elevations on Cortical
Direction Responses at Different Retinal
Eccentricities

Clinically, the motion sensitivity of glaucoma patients is
assessed perimetrically to distinguish foveal and peripheral
function.32,33 In cat visual cortex, as in other species, neurons
are organized retinotopically according to the eccentrici-
ties of their receptive fields.34–36 The smaller the eccentric-
ity, the better the visual acuity.37 If high IOP elevation has
a differential effect on X and Y pathways, it may not act
uniformly across the cortical retinotopic map. To examine
this possibility, we used oriented bar stimuli to generate
cortical eccentricity maps.25 A typical example for areas 17
and 18 is shown in Figures 4A and 4B. Based on such eccen-
tricity maps, we divided both areas 17 and 18 into central
and paracentral divisions, 0° to 4° and 4° to 8°, respectively
(Fig. 4C); as not all cortical exposures offered this field
of view, eccentricity data were obtained from 12 eyes. To
compare the impact of IOP elevation on the two eccentric-
ity divisions, the average responses were measured at each
elevated IOP level in both areas 17 and 18. For area 17 we
found that, except for 30 mm Hg, higher IOPs (50, 70, and 90
mm Hg) always suppressed direction responses more in the
central than the paracentral region (30 mm Hg: P = 0.48, 50
mm Hg: P = 1.0E-04, 70 mm Hg: P= 7.1E-03, 90 mm Hg: P=
5.6E-03; paired t-test; Fig. 4D). In area 18, by contrast, there
was no significant difference in response between central
and paracentral visual fields (30 mm Hg: P = 0.65, 50 mm
Hg: P = 0.79, 70 mm Hg: P = 0.26, 90 mm Hg: P = 0.14; N =
12; paired t-test; Fig. 4D). The differences across eccentricity
within area 17 carry implications for the effect of acute IOP
elevation on motion acuity (see Discussion).

The Differential Effects of Acute IOP Elevations
on Cortical Direction and Orientation Responses

A previous study of cat area 17 has reported that acute
IOP elevation significantly decreased the cortical orienta-
tion responses to sine-wave gratings (60–110 mm Hg, 4
minutes).27 Motion direction and contour orientation are
two well-documented parameters of visual function, and
it remains to be established whether high IOP elevation
has a differential impact on these two visual features. We
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FIGURE 2. Example cortical direction maps in areas 17 and 18 during different levels of acute IOP elevation. (A) The cortical surface
displaying areas 17 and 18 and the regions of interest (white boxes) for quantitative analysis. The white dashed line indicates the border of
areas 17 and 18. A17, area 17; A18, area 18; A, anterior; L, lateral. Scale bar, 1 mm. (B) Stimuli of random dots drifted at 0° and 180° directions
were used to elicit cortical direction maps (dots diameter 0.4°, density ∼1.1 dots per degree squared, velocity 20°/s). (C) Comparison of
population responses across different levels of IOP elevation (30, 50, 70, and 90 mm Hg). Colored iso-direction contours were derived from
direction preference maps and were superimposed onto the grayscale differential direction maps. The gray intensity scale bar here and in
subsequent figures represents the response strength of intrinsic optical signals measured as the illumination reflectance change (�R/R). (D)
The direction selective response curves derived from the population responses in (C).

thus directly compared the effect of acute IOP elevation on
cortical motion direction and orientation responses in the
same preparation. Using an elevated IOP level of 70 mm
Hg, which is frequently observed during the acute attack
phase in angle-closure glaucoma, the cortical population
responses to grating orientation were assessed in six cats.
As shown in Figure 5, this IOP elevation suppressed the
differential response to grating orientation more than the
differential response to motion direction in both areas 17

and 18 (Figs. 5C, 5D). Average responses across eight eyes
(both eyes from two cats, and four eyes from the other
four cats) showed that the direction response ratios (with
respect to control) were consistently larger than orienta-
tion response ratios during acute IOP elevation (area 17:
P = 5.0E-04; area 18: P = 1.2E-03; N = 8 eyes; paired
t-test; Fig. 5E). This result indicates that acute high IOP
elevation may affect visual form more adversely than visual
motion.
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FIGURE 3. Cortical population responses to different motion directions during acute IOP elevation across animals. (A) Stimuli used for
activating distinct direction selective responses. (B) The cortical vasculature of areas 17 and 18. A, anterior; L, lateral. Scale bar, 1 mm. (C)
Differential population response maps for opponent directions 0° versus 180°, and 90° versus 270°, each with superimposed iso-contours
for direction preference, at normal IOP and IOP at 70 mm Hg. (D) The direction selective response curves for area 17 derived from the
population responses in (C). Solid and broken lines represent different motion directions; black and red represent control and 70 mm
Hg IOP conditions, respectively. (E) Comparison of the differential cortical response to 0° and 180° directions with that to 90° and 270°
directions; each point represents a single eye, replicated across a control plus four IOP conditions. (F) Comparison of the average cortical
responses during each IOP elevation with the control condition. Controls were taken as cortical responses before each acute IOP elevation.
No significant differences in response amplitude were observed among the controls for each IOP condition (area 17: F = 0.02, P = 0.99;
area 18: F = 0.20, P = 0.89; 1-way ANOVA). A17, area 17; A18, area 18. (G) Comparison of the response ratio between areas 17 and 18 at
each acutely elevated IOP level. *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001. N = 16 eyes. Error bar denotes SEM. ROI, region of interest.

DISCUSSION

Although deficits in motion perception have been identified
in chronic glaucoma,5 it remains unknown how far motion,
or spatiotemporal processing in general, is affected during
the acute phase of IOP attack. In the present study, we physi-

ologically characterized the impact of acute IOP elevation on
cortical motion direction and orientation responses by simul-
taneous intrinsic signal optical imaging of cat visual areas
17 and 18. During precise reversible modulations of IOP
elevations, we found cortical responses specific to motion
direction were significantly suppressed at IOP levels of 50
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FIGURE 4. Cortical responses at different retinal eccentricities
during acute IOP elevation. (A) The cortical surface displaying areas
17 and 18 and their border, indicated by the white dashed line. A17,
area 17; A18, area 18; A, anterior; L, lateral. Scale bar, 1 mm. (B)
Retinal eccentricity map of the cortical surface in areas 17 and 18.
(C) Cortical population responses, as shown by a differential map
for direction with superimposed iso-eccentricity contours accord-
ing to the eccentricity map in (B). (D) Comparison of the response
ratio of cortical direction maps between central (0°–4°) and periph-
eral (4°–8°) retinal visual fields at each acutely elevated IOP level.
***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01. N = 12 eyes. Error bar denotes SEM. ROI,
region of interest.

mm Hg and above in both areas 17 and 18. This response
suppression was most profound for central visual field of
area 17 (0°–4°), lessening into paracentral visual field (4°–
8°), and into adjacent area 18. However, in all these cortical
regions, the magnitude of motion response suppression was
exceeded by the level of suppression that we recorded for
orientation. Together, the topographic pattern and feature
specificity of these effects imply a pathway-specific impair-
ment of visual function during acute IOP elevation.

In felines, two pathways (X and Y) are clearly distin-
guishable by both anatomic and physiological criteria. In
general, X retinal ganglion cells correspond to the morpho-
logically identified β class with the smallest dendritic

fields, correspondingly small receptive fields, and broadly
linear responses. Y retinal ganglion cells pertain to α class
with large dendritic fields that respond in a more nonlin-
ear fashion within their receptive field.20,38,39 Broadly, X
cells respond to higher spatial frequencies at low tempo-
ral frequencies, whereas Y cells respond to low spatial
frequency and possess high temporal sensitivity.40,41 All X
and Y cells innervate the LGN, a subcortical relay nucleus,
before projecting to visual cortex. LGN X cells send projec-
tions exclusively to area 17, whereas LGN Y cells innervate
both areas 17 and 18.28,42 As a result, neurons in areas 17
and 18 show distinct spatial and temporal response tuning
properties.43 This evidence supports the common view that
the dominant input to area 17 is from the X-cell pathway,
and the dominant input to area 18 is from the Y-cell path-
way.22,44 Previous studies have ascertained that acute IOP
elevation preferentially disrupts the function of X cells in
both retina and LGN of cats,45,46 and, clearly, our observa-
tion that area 17 motion responses are suppressed more than
those of area 18 is concordant with this finding. Indeed, the
response suppression in area 18 must be due, in part, to a
reduced (largely X-dependent) input from area 17, given that
transient inactivation of area 17 is reported to reduce both
general responsivity and directional selectivity in area 18.47

Two further aspects of our findings support the
contention that acute elevation of IOP has a more severe
effect on X than Y pathway activity. First, the differential
suppression of motion responses in central and paracentral
field in area 17 reflects the changes in the relative frequency
of X and Y cells in the retina. The X-cell pathway is numeri-
cally dominant, outnumbering Y cells by approximately 60:1
at the point of minimal Y-cell density, the center of the area
centralis48; given some variance in reported cell-counts of
cat retina, we estimate that this ratio falls to approximately
30:1 and 15:1, respectively, for the 0°–4° and 4°–8° eccen-
tricities that we examined.48–51 Second, we found that the
differential activation in respect of orthogonally oriented
gratings was more suppressed than that associated with
opposite directions of dot motion, as measured in the same
preparation at the same level of IOP elevation. This result
accords with the outcome of a previous study using a simi-
lar methodology, in which brief IOP elevation (80 mm Hg,
4 minutes) caused maximal degradation of orientation maps
when high frequency gratings were used to stimulate the
posterior section of area 17 (central visual field).27 These
authors also inferred that X pathway function was the more
severely compromised.

In primate retina, parasol, and midget ganglion cells,
respectively, project to the two magnocellular and four
parvocellular layers of the LGN. Morphologically and physi-
ologically, magnocellular and parvocellular cells of primates
are held to be functionally analogous to X and Y cells
in cats,52,53 and their retinal distributions are also simi-
lar: the density of both magnocellular and parvocellular
ganglion cells is highest in central visual field and falls
toward the periphery, but the proportion of parvocellular
ganglion cells in relation to all ganglion cells declines with
eccentricity, whereas that of magnocellular ganglion cells
rises.54,55 Histopathological assessment of the consequences
of chronic IOP elevation in glaucoma patients and nonhu-
man primates reported selective damage to the magnocellu-
lar pathway.56–59 Correspondingly, a wealth of studies have
proposed sensitivity tests for early glaucoma detection based
on magnocellular dysfunction. Some studies reported visual
motion deficits solely in peripheral visual field locations,32,33
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FIGURE 5. Cortical differential response maps for direction and orientation during acute IOP elevation. (A) Cortical surface of areas 17
and 18 adjoining their border, indicated by the white dashed line. A17, area 17; A18, area 18; A, anterior; L, lateral. Scale bar, 1 mm. (B)
Stimuli used for activating cortical direction and orientation population responses. (C) Differential population response maps for direction
with superimposed iso-contours for direction preference. (D) Differential population response maps for orientation with superimposed
iso-contours for orientation preference. (E) Comparison of the response ratios (IOP elevation to control) for cortical population responses
to direction and orientation in areas 17 and 18. ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01. N = 8 eyes. Error bar denotes SEM.

whereas a number of others—using a variety of stimuli and
protocols sensitive to magnocellular deficits—have reported
elevated motion thresholds in central visual field.8,9,60–62

Notwithstanding these findings, the selective degradation of
magnocellular function by chronic IOP elevation has been
called into question. Although some studies continue to
support this view,63–66 many others, both histological67,68

and psychophysical,6,69–74 do not. A recent assessment of
chronic primary open angle glaucoma patients (on which
all these studies have focused exclusively) is that central
and peripheral sites of early glaucomatous damage are
equally efficiently detected by luminance perimetry with
a 2° grid, as used in conjunction with optical coherence
tomography scans.75 To date, only one study has examined
the immediate effects of acute IOP elevations on cortical
responses in nonhuman primates (macaque monkeys) and
found that central vision with higher acuities at smaller
eccentricities is more severely impaired, implicating rela-
tively greater dysfunction in the parvocellular pathway.76

The motion response suppression in felines reported here,
affecting area 17 more than area 18, suggests that acute IOP
attacks cause more disruption to the X pathways for motion
processing.

Although the analysis of motion through direction-
selective mechanisms is primarily associated with magno-
cellular and Y-cell pathways in primates and carnivores,52

this is not necessarily an exclusive relationship. Monkeys
retain the capacity to discriminate direction (albeit at higher
contrast) following geniculate inactivation of magnocellular
function.77 In a similar vein, monocular blockade of Y fibers
in the optic nerve (by means of a pressure cuff) has little
effect on direction or speed tuning in area 17 of cats; area
18 shows a more marked reduction in optimal speed but,
again, little change in direction selectivity.52,78,79 In general,
there is no neurophysiological basis to discount a role for
the most fine grained pathway (X cell or parvocellular) in
motion perception. For human vision, generalizing periph-

eral psychophysical findings to the entire visual field, the
parvocellular system appears to determine the threshold for
motion acuity (the smallest displacement whose direction
can be discriminated).80

Chronic IOP elevation may eventually lead to neuron
death, not only in the retina but also in LGN and visual
cortex.81,82 Distinct from conditions in chronic glaucoma,
the IOP modulations in the current study are transient
and reversible. The depression of visual responses in both
retina and visual cortex can be compensated by modula-
tion of perfusion pressure during acute IOP elevation.83 It
is also reported that a moderate-level IOP elevation (∼35
mm Hg) could induce abnormal high electroretinogram
(ERG), whereas the visual evoked potential (VEP) compo-
nents appeared attenuated until the IOP exceeds 70 mm
Hg above the diastolic BP.84 Selective decrease of ganglion
cells and synapses were observed in mouse retina after tran-
sient ocular hypertension.85 The present study revealed that
acute IOP elevation at 50 mm Hg and above could signif-
icantly decrease the amplitude of cortical motion direction
responses without changing neurons’ direction preferences.
The differential depressive impacts on cortical responses of
visual motion direction and orientation by acute IOP attacks
suggest that the sensitivity of physiological examination may
not only depend on elevated IOP levels, but also on specific
visual features or stimuli tested.

CONCLUSIONS

The present study directly examines the cortical popula-
tion responses to motion direction within and between early
visual cortices of the same preparation during the acute
phase of IOP elevation. We demonstrate that cortical motion
responses are substantially depressed in both areas 17 and
18, especially in central visual field locations of area 17. Our
results indicate that distinct cell-type-specific pathways are
differentially impacted by acute IOP elevation, and provides
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direct neural evidence underlying visual deficits in motion
perception of acute glaucoma patients, particularly in the
central visual field.
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